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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last three decades, singular boundary value problems have been studied extensively. 
For details, for instance, [1-3], and the references therein. People are concerned mainly with the 
existence of positive solutions because of the physical interest. As far as the following fourth-order 
nonlinear singular boundary value problems: 
u (4)(t) = f(t, u(t)), t e (0, 1) 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, u ' (0)  = u"(1) = 0, 
(1) 
are concerned, when f e C([0, 1] × R ,R) ,  problem (1) is nonsingular. One can find classical 
results about the existence of solutions of this case in [4-7]. When f is not continuous at the end 
points of (0, 1), problem (1) is singular. Also, much attention has been paid to the existence of 
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positive solutions, as can be seen in [8-10]. In [9], O'Regan considered the sufficient condition of  
the existence of positive solutions of some fourth-order singular boundary value problems. In [10], 
Wei obtained a necessary and sufficient condition of some fourth-order singular boundary value 
problems. 
However, by general analyzing, we can find that most papers studied the sublinear problems. 
For instance, the singular boundary value problems in [10] are sublinear. The research on super- 
linear problems proceeds lowly and appears difficult. As far as the author knows, there are few 
works on superlinear. Furthermore, those works are mostly on the existence of positive solutions. 
Results on necessary and sufficient condition of positive solutions are quite rarely seen. 
The aim of this paper is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
positive solutions of the following singular problem: 
u(4)(t) = a(t)f(u(t)),  t e (0,1), (2) 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, u"(0) = u"(1) = 0, 
where a(t) E C((0, 1), [0, c<))), a may be singular at the end point of (0, 1), f E C([0, oo), (0, oo)). 
f is either superlinear or sublinear, we all obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of C 3 [0, 1] positive solutions of problem (2) by means of operator approximation theory 
and fixed-point heorems, which extends and includes results of [9-11]. When a(t) is continuous 
in [0, 1], the main results of this paper are also new, which is not easy to obtain from [4-7]. The 
method we used here is different in essence from other papers. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some preliminaries and lemmas. 
Section 3 is devoted to our main result and its proof. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND LEMMAS 
We shall give some preliminary considerations and some lemmas. In our discussion, by a 
positive solution of (2) we mean a function u(t) E C2[0, 1] n C4(0,1) which satisfies boundary 
value problem (2) and u($) > 0 for t E (0, 1). If in addition there is a solution u(t) E C3[0, 1], we 
call it a C3[0, 1] solution. 
For the sake of convenience, we list the assumptions to be used in this paper as follows: 
(H1) f is monotones increasing in relative to u and there exists a constant p > 0 such that 
f(au) <_ aPf(u), Va > 1; 
(H2) 0 < f l  G(s, s) f l  G(s, r)a(T) dz ds < oo; 
(H3) f0 = 0, foo = c~ (superlinear) or f0 = oo, foo = 0 sublinear), where fo := lim~--.0 
(f(u)/u), foo := lim~--.oo (f(u)/u). 
G(s, T) in Condition (H2) is the Green function of the following boundary value problem: 
u(4)(t) = O, t E (0, 1), 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, u"(0) = u"(1) = 0. 
It satisfies 
Obviously, 
s(1 - r), O<s<r<l ,  
G(s,T)= r(1 s), 0<T<s<I .  
G(s, r) < G(T, r),  0 < s, ~" < 1. (3) 
We assume (H2) holds throughout his paper. Denote E = C2[0, 1], which norm [I " [I is defined 
by I[ull = supte[O,ll u(t)l. From (H2), we can define an operator A on C2[0,1] by 
/0 /0 Au(t) = G(t, s) G(s, r)a(T)f(u(r)) dT ds. (4) 
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From [12], it's easy to know that the existence of solutions of problem (2) is equivalent o the 
existence of fixed point of equation 
u(t) = Au(t). (5) 
Thus, we changed the problem of seeking solutions of problem (2) into the problem of seeking 
fixed points of A. 
LEMMA 1. (See [13].) Let P be a cone in Banach E, ftl and f12 are open subset orE,  0 E ftl C 
(21 C f~2, A : P N ((~2\f~1) ~ P is completely continuous operator. I rA  satisfies either 
(i) IIAull<llull, VuEPna~l;  IIAull>_llull, VuEPn0f~2;  
or 
(ii) IIAull ~ Ilull, Vu E PN0~I; 
then A has fixed points in P N (Yt2\f~l). 
IlAull ~ Ilull, Vu ~ Pn0~2;  
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
We are now in a position to prove our main results concerning the solutions of problem (2). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (H1)-(H3 ) hold, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of C3[O, 1] positive solutions of problem (2) is that the fo110wing inequality holds: 
0 < a(t)f(G(t,  t))dt < oo. (6) 
PROOF 1. NECESSITY. Assume u E C2[0, 1] A C4(0, 1) is a C3[0, 1] positive solution of prob- 
lem (2), then u(3)(0 +) _< 0, u(3)(1 - )  _> 0. From the former definition of C3[0, 1] positive solution 
we know that u'(0) > 0, u'(1) < 0, u(t) > 0, t E (0,1). Because the boundary conditions 
of u, we may choose 0 E (0,1) such that u(3)(0) = 0. u (4) _> 0, t E (0,1) shows u(3)(t) < 0, 
t E (0, 0), u(3)(t) _> 0, t E (9, 1). So u"(t) < 0, t E [0, 1]. This implies there exist constants I1,/2 
with 0 < I1 < 1 </2  such that 
I lt(1 - t) < u(t) < I2t(1 - t), t E [0, 1]. (7) 
Thus, by (H1) we have 
/o /o a(t)y(t(1 - t)) dt < a(t)y \ 11 ] dt 
1 
<-- IlP ~0 a(t)f(u(t)) dt 
1 
= IlP fO u(41 (t) dt 
_< I1" < 
(8) 
On the other hand, suppose u E C2[0, 1]NC4(0, 1) is a C3[0, 1] positive solution of problem (2). 
If a(t)f(u(t))  - 0, t E (0, 1), then problem (2) has only trivial solutions, contradiction. Without 
loss of generality, we assume there exists to E (0, 1) such that a(to)f(u(to)) > 0. From (7) 
and (H1) we know 
0 < a(to)f(u(to)) < a(to)f(I2to(1 - to)) < lPa(to)f(to(1 - to)). 
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Then 0 < a(to)f(to(1 - to)). Noting the continuity of a and f,  we can choose [al,bl] C (0, 1) 
such that fab{ a(t)f(G(t, t))dt > 0. Consequently, 
f0 ~ ~bl 
a(t)f(G(t,t))dt >_ a(t)f(G(t,t))dt > 0. (9) 
1 
Equations (8) and (9) completely end the proof of necessity. 
PROOF 2. SUFFICIENCY. We may choose 5 E (0,1/2) such that to E (5, 1 - 5) (the existence 
of to has been given in above proof of necessity). 
Define a cone 
P=I  uEE:u>O'- te[~,l-~]min u(t)>52,,u, , ,3r>l,u(t)<rG(t , t) , tE[O, _ _ 
in Sanach space (E, [[. [[). 
We will divide the rather long proof into three steps. 
STEP (I).  The operator A maps the cone P to P, where A is defined by (4). For any u e P, 
from (3), we know that 
11 /0 Au(t) = a(t, s) a(s,r)a(r)I(u(r))dr as 
< G(s, s G(r, r)a(r)f(u(r)) dr ds. 
Then 
]01 /o 1 IIAull < G(s,s) G(r,r)a(r)f(u(r))drds. 
It's also easy to verify that 
G(t, s) > 6G(s, s) > 62G(s, s), t e [6, 1 - 5], s e [0, 1]. 
Thus, for any u E P, we get 
min Au(t)= min f l  f01 t~[6,1-~] t~[~,l-~] Jo G(t, s) G(s, r)a(r)f(u(r)) dr ds 
/: /o >_ 62 a(s, s) a(r,r)a(r)f(u(r)) dr as 
> ~211Aull. 
(10) 
Further, from (H1), (H2), and (6), for any u E P, there exists r > 1 such that 
/01 ]01 Au(t) = G(t, s) G(s, r)a(r)f(u(r)) dr ds 
/1 /o <_ a(t, s) a(s, r)a(r)f(ra(r, r)) a~- as 
<_ a(t,t)rp a(~,r)a(r)I(a(r,r))a~ 
<_ riG(t, t), 
(11) 
where rl = max{l, rp f~ G(~-, r)a(r)f(C(T, r)) dr}. Thus, A: P --* P. 
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STEP (I I) .  A : P ~ P is completely continuous operator. All we need to do is to prove that A 
is continuous and compact. 
First, suppose Un, u C P, HUn -- U[[ ~ 0, then from the Lebesgue control convergence theorem 
and 
/0 /0 IAun(t)-  Au(t)[ _< max [ f (u~(r ) ) - f (u (T ) )  I G(t,s) G(s,r)a(T)dTds, Te[0,1] 
we know A : P ~ P is continuous. 
Second, let's prove the operator A is compact. Define 
inf a(t),a , O < t < 1 { (1 )}  - '  n 
an(t) = a(t), 1 <_ t < n -  1 
n n 
{ (_~)}  n -1  
inf a(t),a , - -  < t <_ 1; n 
fO x fO 1 Anu(t) = G(t,s) G(s,T)an(T)f(u(~'))d~-ds, n > 2. 
I t 's obvious that An is compact on P for any n _> 2. For any R > 0, let PR = {u e P : [lull <_ R}, 
then we can draw a conclusion that An approximates A uniformly on PR. In fact, for any R > 0, 
u E PR, t E [0, 1], we have 
fo 1 ~oo 1 ds IAnu(t) - Au(t)[ -- G(t, s) G(s, r)(a(r) - an(r))f(u(~-)) d~- 
< folO(t,s) [fo 1/n _ G(s, r)la(~- ) - an(T)[f(u('r)) dT 
1 1 ~n G(S,T)la(T ) -- an(~)lf(u(r))dT ds (12) 
+ -1)In 
/01 < f(R) G(t, s) G(s, r)(la('r ) - a~(7)l ) dTds 
dO 
+ s(n)/o 1 c(t, s) --_/,:_~)/~ c(s, ~)( la (~)  - ~ (~)))dr dE, 
Furthermore, (H1), (Ha), and 0 _< an(T) <_ a(T) show the right of (12) can be arbitrary small 
for n big enough. Thus, An approximates A uniformly on PR. Consequently, A is a compact 
operator. 
STEP ( I I I ) .  Problem (2) has C3[0, 1] positive solutions. 
CASE 1. f is superlinear. From (H2), we get 
~l -~G (1 ,S )  folG(s,r)a(r)d~'ds > O. (13) 
Because f0 = 0, there exists r l  > 0 such that f(u) < mu when 0 < u _< rl ,  where m > 0 such 
that 1 l 
m~ G(s ,s )~ G(~-,T)a(T)dTds~ l. 
Then when u E P, Ilull = r l ,  we know that 
/o I' A,~(t) <_ a(s, s) a(~-,~-)a(,-)f(u(,-)) a~-as 
~1 ~01 (14) 
< m G(s, $) G(T, T)a(T) d~" dsllu H 
< II~ll. 
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Denote f~l = {u • E, [lull < rl}, then from (14) we believe that 
ItAuiI _< IiuiI, v u • p c/0 ~1. (15) 
~r ther ,  from fc¢ = co, we know there exists r2 2> rl such that f(u) >_ Mu, V u > r2, where M > 0 
such that 
Me52 G , s G(s, r)a(r) dr ds >_ 1. 
Let L = max{2rl, r2/52}, f~2 = {u • E, llulI < L}, then when u • PA0f~2,  we get 
minte[e,l-e] u(t) >_ 5211ull > r2, thus, 
Au (2 )  = folG (1, s) folG(s,~')a(T)f(u(T))dr s
> M52 ~I-CG (1 ,s )  ~IG(s,T)a(T)dTdsIluH 
> Ilutl, 
i.e., 
]]Au H _> HuH, Vu E P ;1 of~2. (16) 
Combining (15) and (16) with Lemma 1, we know that A has a fixed point u* c P N (l)2\f~1), 
i.e., (2) has a solution u*. Noting 0 < rl < ]lu*]] _< L and boundary conditions of u, one can 
check that u*(t) > 0, t E (0, 1). Thus, u* is positive solution. From the construe of P, there 
exists r* >_ 1 such that u*(s) <_ r*G(s, s), s E [0, 1], then 
/01 /0 a(s)f (u*(s)) ds <_ r *p a(s)f(G(s, s))ds < co. (17) 
The above inequality implies that (u*) (4) is absolutely integrable over (0, 1). So u* is a C3[0, 1] 
positive solution. 
CASE 2. f is sublinear. Similar to the above proof when f is superlinear. Details are omitted. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. It's easy to verify that the following functions: 
f(t,u) = p(t)u ~, O < A < l, p(t) e C((O, 1),(O, +co)), (18) 
f(t,u) =pl(t)u ~' +p2(t)u ~2, pk(t) E C((0,1), (0, +co)), 0 < Ak < 1, k = 1,2, (19) 
satisfy both (H1) and (H2) of this paper and conditions of [10,11]. But when )~ > 1 in (18) and 
(or) ,~1, ,~2 > 1 in (19), so-called superlinear, problem (2) is not easy to solve for other papers. 
Even as far as functions n ~i=1 a~(t)f~(u) are concerned, the method we used here is also effective. 
So the problem in this paper can be extended to the more general type. 
REMARK 2. The main results, necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of C a [0, 1] 
positive solutions, in this paper are more significant han the existence of solutions in [9,11]. 
REMARK 3. In this paper, condition (H2) only functions in the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1. 
If we let f(u) = u ~, 0 < A < 1, then f(G(s, s)) --- G~(s, s). Now if (6) holds, i.e., 
0 < a(t)f(G(t, t)) dt < co 
holds, then the following inequalities hold: 
/ol i1 /ol G(s, s) G(~', T)a(r) dr ds = G(s, s) a(T)a "~ (T, T)G 1-'k (T, T) dT 
4)' fo ~ < -~ a(T)G ~ (v, r) dT< co. 
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From this we know that  the key condit ion (H2) is natural ly  canceled if 116) holds. Furthermore,  
condit ion (Hi)  holds natura l ly  under c ircumstance. Thus, Theorem 3.2 of [10] is coincident with 
Theorem 1 of this paper.  But,  when ,k > 1, so-called superl inear, problem (2) is not easy to solve 
for [10] and the references therein. 
REMARK 4. When a(t) is continuous in [0, 1], the main results of this paper  are also new, which 
is not easy to obta in from [4-7]. 
REMARK 5. The  method we used in this paper is different in essence from other papers. 
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